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LIARS 2/2022

LIARS February Theme:

OUR FUTURE

Please read the box captions – you may then laugh!

We’ve started our 31st year as a Club; let’s hope that we all stay healthy during this COVID-19 & beyond crisis and
that we can all attain some measure of prosperity. Then perhaps we can build a new Club display…
MCB Contributors: Steve Blake, Lenny Cromwell, Paul Drago, Ted Pappacen,,Pat Vecchio +
Comments from other members …
…Hopefully you all will add your monthly contributions (as part of your New Year’s Resolutions!)
LIARS Web Page http://www.liarsmodelcarbuilders.com/
The LONG ISLAND AUTO REPLICA SOCIETY (L.I.A.R.S.) Model Car Briefs is dedicated to bringing you the
best and most up to date information about our great hobby of model building

Happy Valentine’s Day, hopefully you will receive a modeling goodie or …
Thanks for supporting the LIARS. Please continue to support the needy by donating canned good(s)
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LIARS MEETING minutes from Thursday,
January 20, 2022
The meeting started at 7:30 PM. The pledge of
allegiance was recited. Total attendees: 16. The
yearly dues are required to be paid at this meeting.
Current rate $30.00 per person.
1) Rich Argus made a statement to the general
membership that he will be stepping down as
President. Pat Vecchio has volunteered to take the
position, and also remain the club Treasurer. A
vote was taken and Pat was elected President /
Treasurer unanimously.
1a) One of Pat’s ideas going forward is to expand
the clubs diversity and attract new membership.
This can be done by including related interests such
as, slot cars, die cast cars, radio control cars, trains,
and motorcycles: basically a new philosophy called
“The World of Wheels” The club will still remain a
majority plastic/ model car club.
There was much discussion and although no official
vote was taken, the general consensus appeared to
be positive and members expressed a willingness to
explore this expanded agenda. (MCB editor
requested a go-to-person to collect/organize
monthly (e.g., Slot cars, diecast etc. articles.)
1b) Currently the LIARS paid rent (credit) from
the Rec center includes February & March 2022.
After that time our rent fee would now be ( $500 /
yr.); plus a $50 Town Permit fee every 6 months!
Pat Vecchio proposed moving the monthly club
meetings to The Town Of Oyster Bay (TOB) 214 N
Albany Ave. Massapequa 11758 facility beginning
No Later Than (NLT) April, 2022 mtg. The move
will allow the club to have monthly meetings at no
cost. To accomplish this, we will combine the
meeting dates with the Long Island Motor Touring
Club (which Bill Murray as president) has agreed.
We will then meet on the SECOND THURSDAY of
the month, from 8 to 10 pm. A full description of
the facility including amenities, parking, and ease of
access was given.
This move will also help to offset the lost revenue
from our annual auction. Due to low attendance, it
was decided to postpone our auction. The auction
takes in typically $700-$1000 annually.
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1c) The Massapequa center is closed during the
months of July & August. Several members have
offered their homes to have a gathering and
perhaps an outdoor BBQ in place of the meetings.
A vote was taken to move the monthly meetings to
Massapequa beginning April 2022. The vote passed
14 to 2.
2) The IPMS Fee was paid for the 2022 year.
(Related cost to follow.)
3) Greg Hunt has resigned from the club – thus
there is a void for a website manager. John
Pantleone has volunteered his wife (Pauline’s)
support to maintain the website. A vote was taken
and John & Pauline were elected unanimously.
4) Treasurer Pat Vecchio gave a financial
statement: The club currently has $6404.80 in the
bank. Continuing next month, a full financial
statement will be printed and available for any
member to see at the monthly mtg.
5) The position for publications management /
editor / newsletter/ is available. No one volunteered
to take over this position. Therefore Bill Murray
will remain until such time someone steps up. A
vote was taken and Bill was re-elected unanimously.
6) Paul Drago offered his chair of Vice President by
vote to any member. He was re- elected
unanimously and vowed revenge. Also, in the
absence of Andy Behrens, Paul will take the club
minutes at each meeting.
7) Lenny Cromwell has collected all the components
of the special club build to be auctioned off. He has
requested we bring serious money to next month’s
meeting!
8) Paul Drago proposed the creation of by-laws and
a mission statement of the club. The executive
committee can draw up a draft and any member
can make suggestions for additions: all of which
will be voted on by the general membership. The
move was voted down 15 to 1. Goal is to reach
agreement @ 2/22 mtg.


Please be advised that the First MCB issue (Oct
1991) defined the club motto and main objective
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“is quite simple…To Have FUN, that’s
right…Talk a little trash…tell a few
jokes…Reduce your mentality and oh yeah
models, models, models. The models bring us to
the clubs second objective. With the help of its
members, the club helps to share ideas and
various building techniques…That brings us to
the third objective. A club with all its members
involved…A club for modelers by modelers…So
whether you build models, collect models, come
down and join the fun. The door is open to
all…” “NOT JUST ANOTHER MODEL CAR
CLUB”
o Dr.V included a copy of the 1st MCB
issue in the Feb. 2021 MCB!
9) Paul Drago proposed all dues to be paid for the
year on time (January with a grace period to
February, but no later) otherwise those individuals
are considered non-members. The proposal was
defeated unanimously – problem is that the LIARS
board has not addressed how to differentiate
between previous paid members’ delinquency in
renewing vs. a real new member candidate!
Additionally, it was announced that any new
member who joins the club later in the year, will
pay pro-rated dues: for example a person joining in
June will only pay $15.00 for the remainder of 2022.
No actions were proposed for members who attend
all meetings and then pay dues later in the year.
10) A review of the club 2021 Christmas party:
Both Pat Vecchio and Rich Argus summarized the
Christmas party held at Sergio's restaurant in
Massapequa.
The
overall
consensus
was
satisfactory. A typical party at the rec center costs
the club around $600 and requires many
volunteers. The dinner at Sergio's cost the club
$300. The main negative was the unavailability of a
separate room. There was a last minute mix up, and
we had to dine with the general public. This
curtailed any announcements, auctions and general
mayhem we had planned. Of those who attended:
all agree the highlight of the evening was Mike
Brennan's Jack Daniels cheesecake! Thank you
Mike!
11) Meeting adjourned at 8:25 PM
Respectfully submitted: Paul Drago; VP.
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LIARS Unofficial Official
HOT STUFF
Old & New

Hello everyone. As I mentioned at the Jan.
mtg., I am stepping down as President due to

medical reasons. It’s been a great run! I have
enjoyed sharing this hobby with you all!
As you have heard NNL EAST was cancelled,
as well as NNL Philly and Diversified Scale. We
need to consider doing the same.
Getting vendors to show up may be a real
issue. Hopefully this month we will complete
dues collection. AND AUCTION OFF THE 64
Olds GROUP BUILD model!
Remember the food pantry. Hope to see you at
the meeting.
r.argus@juno.com

From Ernie: Much as I hate to say it, cancelling our
show probably would be the best course of action.
I've got slot car shows in the Huntington Hilton on
2/13, one in Baltimore the end of March, and one
more in Stonington, CT late April. Guess that'll be it
for me as for shows until the fall. Hope to attend
some 1/1 scale auto events during the summer -local show/swap meets and possibly some races.
Stay warm and safe! – Ernie
The RTS Show
Doug Estabrook
Hi, guys. Hope this email finds you and yours all
good and healthy. I wanted to take this off
Facebook and explain why we moved the show until
May. Eddie Darosa, Stu Marcus, Glenn Powers and
Luis Sanchez and I had a conference call last
weekend to decide when to have the show. My Wife
Carol's sister goes to the gym at the hotel and was
told that the hotel was going to house not only
Covid patients from the local hospital, but also
some homeless people and prisoners from the local
correction centers with Covid. Stu contacted the
hotel to check in this and was told that that
program would be going on for the months of
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January and February. Now the way the State of
Mass works if this Covid stuff doesn't get any better
they might continue it for another month or so. We
had a decision to make-cancel it again or move it
up, so May 22nd is the date. Also, if we kept the
original date we were going to require masks to get
in and weren't in a position to deal with that stuff.
That being said, let me know how the people
you hang with, model wise, feel. If people are going
to not attend for the obvious reasons please let me,
Eddie, Stu Luis or Glenn know.
Thanks guys and hope to see you in May
Doug Estabrook
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Gary offered us

1/20/22 Mtg Highlights


The Rev accepted the Club’s 64 Cutlass HT kit
parts from the builders:
o Chassis - Bob Seagraves
o Interior - Mickey
o Body (including paint)– Pat V.
o Engine – Rich A.
o Tires/Rims – Ernie
o The Rev shall collect related parts for

Superbird displayed (what else - only kidding)

assembly into one model at/for the Jan. mtg.


Pat collected dues from 13 members!
THIS IS YOUR CLUB! PLEASE
CONTRIBUTE/SUPPORT!
DR. V SHALL HENSEFORTH LIMIT
LIARS EMAILS &/or MCB MONTHLY
DISTRIBUTION TO PAID MEMBERS IN
2022.
PHOTOS from Jan. mtg. (What a night!)
From Lenny

Bob Seagraves

Richie Rich:
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First Impressions

John the Artist

Now to the members

Simple reminder, that we are still having a very
important (2/17/22) mtg. that requires your
attendance at the Blue Point Mtg. Center...
PS keep the faith, stay safe and enjoy our great
ESCAPE FROM REALITY HOBBY!
“For every minute you remain angry, you give up
sixty seconds of peace of mind.”
Good day to you my fellow LIARS/family/friend of/
or perhaps someone who is simply surfing the
Internet in search of model car goodies and
happened upon the LIARS! If so, WELCOME &
PLEASE STAY! Why not introduce yourself –
choices:
•
Simply occasionally revisit – but if so, you might
just miss an item of interest to you else
•
Let the LIARS add you to our monthly mailing
list – there is no charge – but please be
considerate - in the event that you change you’re
your email address , let us know…else the
LIARS MCB editor ends up with another
undelivered email!
Now to some fluff…
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1906 Olds Music by Billy Murray
https://youtu.be/BFruHQJeaRg
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little longer. But, IIRC, Dale's the only one still doing
this on a regular basis.
Next: Dr.V’s latest LIARS bus recommendation -

Dr V received this notice as an email…now really…

The Midnight Rider can carry 27 passengers with
room left to party, but it's often referred to as a 30passenger vehicle. It costs $300 an hour to rent and,
according to those brave and wild enough to ride in
it, it's worth every cent.


REMEMBER BUY IT NOW – INFLATION & GREED
WILL ONLY INCREASE FUTURE COST

Some Random Thoughts

By Ted Pappacena

Mailman dropped this off this morning
By:Steve Milberry
My last rack of chrome back from Little Motor Kar
Co. Excellent work, as usual.

Approximate turnaround time with them ?
It was a couple months and I'm a semi-regular
customer ,, but I'm also in Canada so that adds some
time. If you're a new customer your wait might be a

“Beauty”
Back in December, at the Christmas party (such
as it was), at the very crowded table that wasn’t in a
promised room, Rich Argus asked me a question I
could barely hear over all the noise in the main
room of the pseudo Italian restaurant. I quote; “Did
you get any new diecasts?” I replied, “No”. Up to
that point, I hadn’t but not for lack of trying.
In 2020, the company I deal with
(Replicarz.com) had a great Black Friday sale that
enabled me to get 3 desirable models at a 20%
discount. I reviewed them last year. So, I eagerly
awaited 2021’s sale but was disappointed to see that
it was only 15% and there wasn’t really anything I
wanted that bad (well, actually there was one but it
was quite expensive) . I did have my eyes on a hill
climb version of the Auto Union Grand Prix car
that I got in 2020 but couldn’t justify the price for 2
extra rear wheels. There was however the Talbot
Lago Teardrop Coupe but 15% wouldn’t cover the
shipping. The sale however went into December
and up until a few days before Christmas when for
whatever reason, it was upped to 20%. Now you’re
talking! So I ordered the Coupe.
The car is the 1937-1939 Talbot Lago Coupe
T150 C-SS. Anthony Lago had an exclusive
agreement with the French coach building firm
Figoni et Falashi to build this incredible car. The
total run was just 16. They were powered by an
inline 6 cyl producing between 140 and 160 hp. It
also featured a sunroof which was invented and
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patented by the coach builders. The sunroof was
used so not to interrupt the flowing lines of the car
with a convertible top and all that machinery. Since
the bodies were handmade, it took on average 2100
hours to produce just one!

I’ve had the pleasure of seeing a few of these
cars over the years, most recently the 2018 Hilton
Head Island Concours de Elegance where one
example was on display from the Peter Mullin
collection in Oxnard California. It’s the kind of car
you can look at for hours on end, just mesmerizing
the senses. No wonder the Teardrop Coupe has
been labeled as one of the most beautiful cars ever
made.

The model is from CMC (conceived therein) but
made in China. It is 1:18 scale and simply
stunning! It is comprised of over 1400 pieces. No
doubt a lot of them in the hand laced wire wheels.
There are 2 color schemes available; steel blue and
white with red fenders and I opted for the steel
blue version. As is usual with these models,
practically everything works. The wheels steer
through the steering wheel. They are also
detachable although I doubt I will ever do it. The
knockoff hubs do unscrew but from what I’ve been
told about other similar wheels, they are a bear to
get back on. In fact, the rear fender skirts can be
removed via teeny tiny screws to remove the rear
wheels. Tools are supplied for these features. The
model comes with a screwdriver, tweezers, and a
mini pry bar that lifts the door handled to open
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them. The doors open suicide style. Anyone know
why they are called that?
Once open, there is a full functional interior in
red. The seats fold forward and the sun visors are
movable. The dash has all the gauges. The roof has
the aforementioned sunroof and there are
instructions on how to open it, but I can’t seem to
do it so I’ll take their word for it.

The inline 6 cyl engine is a masterpiece being
fully wired and plumbed. The hood opens from the
front and can be propped up with a rod but so far
when opened it stays up without it. It comes with a
spare tire that’s strapped in the trunk with real
leather straps. This too is removable via the
tweezers supplied but I can’t imagine doing it so
again I’ll take their word for it. I can’t find a flaw
with this model and it matches up with the real
thing quite well and I’m very happy with it. It was
very doable with the 20% discount. You can look
them up on eBay and see what they go for or check
out Replicarz.com for their pre discount price.
CMC models rarely depreciate.
As you can see by the title, this installment of
SRT is called “Beauty”. That means that next
month’s installment will be titled…………
The Devil’s In the Details Part 14

By Steve “Big Daddy” Blake
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Engine detailing has always been a “Black Art”
subject to a lot of scrutiny, criticism and debate. I
like to go for the “feel” of the piece and not get
wrapped up in tons of detail so as to bury the thing
in stuff. Besides, after awhile, my model might be
the second “car” lunched into space. (as per; Élon
Musk)
The engine I will try to model is this one with
one acceptation, I like the valve covers in the AMT
kit. I have no idea on how authentic they are. Not
being able to find anything that looks like them on
the old inter web.

This is some of the “stuff” I used to do the
engine. Pretty basic things we all use in our builds
can be found on e-Bay and other internet hobby
providers. Detail Master for photo etched exhaust
flanges and “flex” fan. S&S photo etched wire
looms. MSC Model products ignition wires. Guitar
string and .20 gauge wire insulation for dipstick. I
made the air cleaner tray from Plastruct sheet
stock.

I liked the look of the 426 Super Duty
aluminum exhaust header from an old AMT 64
Pontiac kit, but, I had to opt for the 65 kit headers,
because the 64s, stuck out too far and interfered
with the frame.
Once I got that corrected, setting the engine
in had to be tested. With the chassis not being from
the AMT GTO kit, clearances were an issue.

Farther modifications were needed to the
chassis to slip in the body. Trimming of the front
chassis wheel wells was needed whence the firewall
was glued in place restricting the body side
flexibility.
With all that out of the way, the engine
slipped in like Cinderella’s foot to the glass slipper.
Fabricating the air cleaner tray is not too
bad. You take some Plastruct sheet scribe a image
of the air cleaner relief from the underside of the
hood, measure the holes for the carb tops, glue
some heavy carpet thread to the edge and paint
semi gloss black.
Here are the tools used to do this.

While working on this I did another
“Quickie”. I need to do this from time to time in
order to feel like I got something done.
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Here we have Revell’s 2017 Ford GT with
some paint detailing and glue assembly.
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Well, that’s all I got for now. Remember to
hug your “Honey” (she’s very tolerant of your
obsession).
Steve “Big Daddy”
MODEL STUFF

By Lenny Cromwell

She went together well. Using photo reference off
the inter web detailing wasn’t bad. The only things
I added were set of seat belts to the interior and a
New York plate to the rear.

Wow, a lot of changes at our last meeting. First
off, we have a new unofficial official. After many
years as the conductor of this crazy train Rich
Argus is stepping aside and Pat V. is taking over.
Let’s all thank Rich for his dedication to the club
and give Pat our support and wish him good luck.
Paul Drago will remain as his right-hand man.
Next, the club voted to move our meetings to
Massapequa where we will share space with Dr. V’s
antique car club. This is mostly a financial move as
we will get the new space for free. With only
fourteen members coming to the meetings, the
annual dues won’t even pay our current hall rental
fees. The only downside to the club is that we won’t
have access to the new place for the summer
meetings. My understanding is that our April
meeting will be the first in the new location. Since
we will be sharing space with an antique car club, I
think our first meeting theme in the new place
should be antique cars, something like 1932 and
older.
The club also voted to extend the membership to
all things with wheels, not just model cars. This
includes Radio controlled and die-cast vehicles. I’m
not sure if this is a good idea. If you go to a hobby
store, you’ll see that there are, way more R/C cars
than model cars. I can see our club being overrun
with R/C and die-cast stuff which may lead to our
club losing its identity as a model car club. Also, if
we continue to have our Show, we will have to
include classes for R/C and die-cast which would
mean even higher costs for trophy packages.
Anyway, on to the fun stuff. As you may know,
several members took part in the project to build a
1964 Cutlass convertible. Five separate members
built the sub-assemblies for the body, engine,
chassis, wheels, and interior for the project. All did
a fine job and some even went above and beyond
the box-stock requirement and added aftermarket
and scratch-built parts. My job was to do the foil
trim and put it all together. Well, it’s done and
ready for the great unveiling. So, at this meeting
we are going to auction it off to the highest bidder.
This is a fund raiser for the club so please bring
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money and be prepared to bid. Since I’m the only
one who knows what it looks like, we may have a
sight-unseen auction to increase the mystery and
suspense. See you at the meeting.
The Rev

Back to Our Roots
By Pat Vecchio
Good afternoon fellow club members,
I do hope you are doing well. As most of you heard,
starting in April we will have our meeting on the
second Tuesday of every month in Massapequa.
This is being done primarily on a monetary basis.
The total cost of the rental at our current location
will be $580.00 for 2022. You do not have to be a
mathematical genius to realize that currently, our
membership will not even cover our rental cost. I
have no idea who is returning as paid members. I
do hope everyone returns and we can continue as
before. I have made friendships over the years, and
I wish to continue these friendships. I will have a
better idea of the membership at next month’s
meeting which will be held at the current location.
If any member of the club does not make the next
meeting and does not pay the dues, that person will
be removed from the roster. If that happens I
would like to wish you the very best and thank you
for the support that you have given.
I am back to building some models. I am
currently finishing the JoHan 1970 Maverick Pro
Stocker version. This kit was manufactured by
JoHan. I modified the body to resemble more of a
street kit. I have to say that the paint job did turn
out very acceptable to my standards. I would like to
have a Tech session at future meetings to discuss
matters of interest regarding the building of
models. I will discuss the methods of which I
painted the said subject. I have been building for
many years and I am still learning tips and tricks.
That is what makes the hobby so interesting. We
have talented builders in our club so let us use these
resources to our full advantage.
I am also working on a 1963 Ford Fairlane 500.
This is an original kit that I purchased a few
months ago. I am building it as a custom that was
popular back in the day. I will be presenting it at
our meeting once it is completed.
Well that is all that I have for now. I do have some
matters which I will discuss at our next meeting.
Please stay safe and God Bless AMERICA.
Pat Vecchio God bless you all and the USA.

Pat Vecchio

The local Looong Island NEWSDAY paper
published the following article that generated
numerous comments.
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like going back in time for this still young kid
trapped in an old man's body.
Happy Hobbling,
Gary Weickart (former President of Get It On
Paper – more on this topic later)

Cont’d on pg.12 & 13
Hello boys,
I personally like Bay Shore Hobbies very much.
It is still one of the last remaining full line hobby
shops around and we should not be overly critical
about what is a true 7 day a week job for Bob. I
would be curious to see what some of the naysayer's
hobby areas look like. Probably not perfectly
organized, neatly arranged, or antiseptically clean.
I feel a kinship with Bob as he suffers from the
same disease I am afflicted with: I buy a LOT more
than I sell. (Dr.V Don’t we all?)
Don't forget, just a few doors down from Bob’s
is Hobby Lobby which admittedly is cleaner and
well organized but with a fraction of what BS
Hobbies carries. I definitely know where I prefer to
spend my hobby dollars and, hands down, it is with
Mr. Bob Schmidt, who always knows what's new
and/or about to arrive in the plastic model world.
Try that in Hobby Lobby.
Basically, I like poking around and engaging in
pleasant conversation with the longtime owner. It's

From: Ernie Finamore slotbeat@gmail.com
I've purchased a few models there over the years.
But the only things l picked up in recent years were
an occasional HO slot car. Either way, I'd hate to
see a catastrophe of any kind there.
Bob has always welcomed me to post show
flyers in the front window and taken a stack of the
smaller half page size for customers to take home.
Paul Drago wrote: WOW! I was just at Bay
Shore Hobbies looking for a few specific kits,
(reluctantly willing to pay a small fortune)..... You
couldn't even SEE any car models, they were
buried 3 deep behind large RC boxes. What a … It
was so frustrating I walked out! I don't think I will
ever go there again. The owners’ are their worst
enemy. And it doesn't even COMPARE to (former)
Dave's Hobby Shop in Freeport:
although
cluttered, you COULD find what you're looking
for. Paul
Next: Everyone always complains about his prices.
They are MSRP, just like Hobby Lobby. Only
difference is there are no coupons. Money isn’t
falling out of my butt, I’ll pay his price if he has
what I want. His selection is always current; Hobby
Lobby hasn’t gotten new stock in years! Example:
the 1986 Monte Carlo SS has been out for over 2
years, they haven’t gotten it yet! Dominick
Speaking of neatness, you won’t believe this
$200,000 toy car collection!?! That Bernard Barth
bbarty1906@gmail.com routed
https://youtu.be/ZXPalOoraAw
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Checkout their fantastic website http://mdamodelcar.com/ then route your spin to John the Artist
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Dr. V downloaded the above, for my fellow LIARS to contemplate…then reach agreement to our approach
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If you are intwerested in a local (Central Operating Lines there is a) Swap meet, on 2/13/22 @ 8 AM
141 Carleton Ave., East Islip
That’s it for this month - - - -Now go build a model

